Foster2Home—one more way to save lives

Deaf, arthritic, virtually toothless; a 15-year-old Miniature Poodle named Kenwood was surrendered to us by his owner of 10 years. As you can imagine, Kenwood was disoriented and very stressed in this foreign environment. If we were going to find him a new home, we knew his only chance would be to care for him outside of the shelter environment. Kenwood was placed in our Foster2Home (F2H) program and nurtured by his foster mom who worked on his housetraining and manners, fed him a special soft food diet, and made sure he was given the right amount of exercise. This story has a very happy ending. Kenwood’s foster parent found him the new home he deserved; he is now happily living with two other senior poodles. A great save.

This program became a reality in February 2012, thanks to the initiative of Jaclyn Sinclair, our then Director of Volunteer & Outreach Services. She journeyed to the Louisiana SPCA together with Boni Galarneau, Foster Care & Rescue Manager, and volunteers Carolyn Levy and Nancy Wilkins, to learn about their program. The program was deemed a great fit for our goal of saving more treatable pets. Jaclyn then submitted a grant request to ASPCA to help pay for supplies needed to carry out our new program. Her application was successful and in February, the ASPCA awarded us a $10,000 grant. We are very grateful for their support which helped us launch F2H.

Fresno, a Foster2Home success!

Fresno was a stray from the Navajo reservation just west of Albuquerque. When she was brought to Animal Humane Fresno was very fearful of people and it was evident that she had never been socialized. She had most likely been running loose, without a reliable source of food for the first year of her life. In order for Fresno to overcome her fear of people and learn important social skills, we placed her in our Foster2Home program with a wonderful couple who were experienced dog owners and trainers. The fosters worked with Fresno for 49 days, socializing her with people, teaching her basic commands, house manners, and some tricks such as High Five and Shake. After Fresno gained some weight and learned how to walk on a leash, they took her out twice a week to adoption hotspots, mobile events, hiking and for daily runs. Fresno was a changed dog after they finished with her! She blossomed into a confident, loving, well mannered pet and found the forever home she so richly deserved.

Story continued on page 2
Some pets that arrive at Animal Humane need much more than a health exam, vaccinations, microchips and spay/neuter surgeries. Many need dentals, amputations for severely injured limbs, mass removals or other specialized procedures. On average, our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic performs 1,100 of these types of medical procedures annually. Recognizing this important need, a long-time donor and passionate pet advocate established the Robbie Jones Extra Love Fund (RJEL). This fund currently covers 70% of those related medical costs for severely injured or neglected pets arriving at Animal Humane. One such pet that was saved through RJEL funding this year, is Honey Dew.

A 1-year-old tabby mix, Honey Dew arrived severely injured at Animal Humane as a stray. She had likely been hit by a car, resulting in her sweet face being disfigured. Her right ear was torn and partly missing, her right eye was severely damaged and her jaw was broken and shifted to one side. The RJEL fund covered the medical care related to removing Honey Dew’s eye and wiring her jaw.

Despite her medical procedures, Honey Dew remained extremely friendly and affectionate while recovering in our Veterinary Clinic; every time Dr. Jackie Blanchette, Chief Veterinary Officer, checked on her, the feisty feline leapt onto her shoulder and started purring.

Shortly after Honey Dew moved out of our Clinic and into our Robbie Jones Memorial Cat House she was adopted. Even with her torn ear, missing eye, shifted jaw, and her lengthy hospitalization—she still had that sociable sparkling personality that made her instantly loveable.

So much so, that Mandy Roper fell in love with her the second Honey Dew rubbed up against her face. With a new lease on life, new home... and a new name, Socks is thriving! Mandy reports that Socks continues to be loving, has put on some much needed weight and has bonded with Mandy’s second cat, Miss Kitty. A very happy ending for this courageous feline!
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our largest event ever:
Doggie Dash was a huge success

On Sunday, November 4th, Doggie Dash & Dawdle Day, as declared by Albuquerque’s Mayor, Richard Barry, more than 4,000 people and canine companions joined Animal Humane at Balloon Fiesta Park for our 30th Doggie Dash and Dawdle. The weather was perfect and brought pet lovers from far and wide to enjoy the event’s many attractions, all in the name of helping homeless pets. Doggie Dash included live music, 70+ vendors, a variety of doggie carnival games, food trucks and of course, the 5K Dash and 2-Mile Dawdle! Our 30th anniversary Doggie Dash was a triumphant success and was made possible by amazing generosity from our community, including our sponsors, volunteers, donors, and race participants.

Special thanks to our top fundraisers:
Megan Edwards raised an incredible $3,450 and won a t-shirt, water bottle, messenger bag, parka, photo session with Falling Star photography, and dinner at Season’s restaurant!

The top team was the Animal Humaniacs and they raised $2,351 and won a beautiful trophy.

We cannot thank our community of supporters enough for helping us achieve our highest revenue for any Animal Humane New Mexico event in history! We raised over $270,000 to help provide for the more than 5,000 dogs and cats we care for annually and support our 20 community programs!

We are incredibly grateful for our sponsors who help to make this event, and our year-round life-saving programs, possible!
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Squidge is the perfect cat for me. She’s ridiculous and crazy sometimes but, overall, she’s playful, mellow, and sweet. Most people love those cats who want to be around you all the time but I like the ones who are constantly keeping themselves entertained. Still, she loves being held and is always up for playing. Spunky is the term that best describes her. — Rose

An eleven-month-old brown domestic shorthair cat, Pep was returned to Animal Humane by her owner because she was not getting along with the resident dog and cat. In an attempt to introduce Pep to his dog, the owner held Pep in front of the dog and it attacked her. When Pep reentered our care she would swat, growl, and even attempted to bite with her eyes completely dilated. Subsequently, she was placed into our Behavior Modification Program.

For the first two days our Team attempted to interact with her, they could not even open the cage door as she charged it, attempting to bite while growling. On the third day, when our Behavior Team offered food on a tongue dispenser, she did not attack through the cage and was much calmer. On the seventh day Pep approached for petting and our Team was able to pick her up and hold her. She was housed in the office of an Animal Humane staff member so she could have more personal space and interaction with people. Pep would quickly become over stimulated and we could only pet her for very short periods of time. After two more days she was allowing more handling without defensive behaviors. After two weeks she showed much improvement, was rubbing on people, and did not become over stimulated with petting. She was ready for adoption!

Less than two weeks later, a very sweet 25-year-old woman named Rose came to Animal Humane wanting to adopt a cat. Rose had just moved to Albuquerque from Colorado, had no other pets, and was looking for a playful young feline companion to keep her company in her new apartment. When she met Pep it was love at first sight. She adopted Pep and took her home that day. Pep, now known as Squidge, is the queen of Rose’s home, and loves her second lease on life as an only child.

Long-term residents are always the ones that pull the hardest at the heartstrings of staff and volunteers at Animal Humane. Many of our pets find homes fairly quickly; a few days, maybe a couple of weeks. Occasionally, we have a pet who spends so much time here that they become part of our family.

One such pet is Baby Cakes, a two-year-old Sharpei/Shepherd mix. She was found at the intersection of Wyoming and Comanche, unspayed, without a microchip, and brought to Animal Humane on February 28. After providing her with quality medical care, lots of love, and 47 days of healthy food and shelter, Baby Cakes went home to a new family. Two months later she was returned to our care because she displayed behaviors that her new family was not able to manage—digging in their yard, a common behavior dogs exhibit when they suffer from separation anxiety. Baby Cakes stayed with us another 17 days until a second family came along, loving her sweet personality and happy tail. Two months later, she was returned for the same issue.

Just when we thought Baby Cakes might stay with us even longer, 65-year-old Kirk Bonds came along; 23 days after her previous family brought her back. Baby Cakes knew immediately that he was her person. Kirk had seen her on the website, and drove all the way from Las Vegas, New Mexico to meet her. They bonded immediately.

Baby Cakes, now known as Princess, is a vibrant bundle of joy and energy and is enjoying life on Kirk’s beautiful property in northern New Mexico. She demands Kirk take walks with her and give her attention. She has a 24/7 human, a large yard, daily walks and a nutritious diet. “She’s a gift to my life. Since 1990 I have bred and raised purebred Bouviers de Flandres. My wonderful companion, Bretta, died July 29th at almost 13 years. She was the last of my Bouviers. I welcome Princess wholeheartedly, and I spoil her without regret.”

Kirk reports that Baby Cakes has calmed considerably, and that he has none of the challenges that previous adopters reported. After 8 months, 3 adoptions, 2 returns, and 87 days in our care, Baby Cakes found her perfect life partner and a forever home.
One of the many wonderful programs offered by Animal Humane is Pets for People™, a partnership with Purina®. Shelters across the nation offer free pet adoptions to senior citizens over the age of 60. This year, Animal Humane was able to provide 53 free pet adoptions in conjunction with this program. One such adoption was that of a 3-year-old Pug/Shih Tzu mix, Star Sapphire.

Sapphire went home with Billie and Dean Crouse on May 3, 2012. This sweet dog instantly clung to this wonderful couple, and Billie knew from the moment she saw Sapphire that she was the pet they needed. Sapphire goes above and beyond as a companion pet every day; she lives full-time with Dean, a resident of Atria Vista Del Rio Senior Living Community, in their Memory Care wing. The first 24/7 pet resident in this facility, Sapphire provides the most precious gift to Dean’s daily life: consistency, loyalty, companionship, joy, and love.

For the first week that Sapphire came home, her leash was wrapped around Dean’s wrist every day. After that, there was no need to leash her to him; she had bonded to him completely. Sapphire enjoys napping with Dean, placing her head gently on his leg to make sure he knows she’s there. Some days, the staff at Atria Vista bring Sapphire out to share her pleasant personality with other residents, leashing her to their wrists while playing bingo or cards.

“People who have dogs have better lives,” says Billie, Dean’s loving wife. She adopted Sapphire to live with Dean after seeing the impact that a companion pet made on his moods. “Sapphire doesn’t have moods or tempers, she loves unconditionally…I wanted Dean to have someone to talk to and watch TV with.” But they found so much more in charming little Sapphire.

At Animal Humane we know that at the end of every leash is a human being, that many seniors maintain constant camaraderie with animal counterparts, and that the health benefits derived from pet ownership are well documented for humans of all ages. Pets for People™ is highly regarded as one of our signature programs for senior citizens in New Mexico. Additionally, our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic ensures they have access to affordable, quality care for the companion pets that are so vital to their daily lives. We are overjoyed to know that a pet adopted from Animal Humane is living in this incredible environment, and that a former resident is providing a level of enrichment and friendship that we could have never imagined.

Panda Bear is an adult black and white cat that came to Animal Humane in February 2012 from an owner who could no longer afford his medical care. When he arrived his ears were filthy, he had severe tartar buildup, an unknown mass growing on his hip, and he was lethargic and extremely obese. Weighing in at a whopping 27 pounds, this big guy’s fur was so matted that our Animal Care Team could not even verify if he was neutered.

Panda was placed in the “Weight Loss Room” in the Robbie Jones Memorial Cat House. This room is designated for cats that require structured and measured feedings, and other special dietary needs. After three months of special care, a medically monitored diet, a mass removal, and dental treatments—Panda slimmed down to 18 pounds, and became a playful, loving, friendly cat that went home to a family that has experience working with special needs cats.

Antionette Hernandez met Panda when looking for a new feline companion. She had already adopted a previous weight loss cat graduate, Enron, in 2011 and wanted to bring home a friend for him. She was the perfect match for Panda, as she had experience with adult cats, and cats with special dietary needs. Panda knew Antionette was the right human for him. After 87 days in our loving care, Panda went home to a new life with a new family and another healthy Animal Humane graduate.

Five months later, Antionette reports that Panda and Enron have the run of her home. They curl up each night with her son and daughter, and in the daytime they give special attention to Antionette’s elderly Chihuahua. Both Enron and Panda have continued to lose weight, providing them with the extra fitness, energy, and vitality needed to live long healthy lives with the Hernandez family.
Project Humane is moving along and is already changing the face of our mature campus, thanks to wonderful support from our beloved donors, supporters, and friends! We have already demolished our former Thrift building, one of the large storage buildings on the north acre, and have received our City building permit to begin construction of our new Adoptions & Admissions buildings.

We can already see the light at the end of the tunnel, and our dedicated Teams are anxiously awaiting the day when they can accomplish more on behalf of homeless pets. Sam Blankenship, Director of Adoptions, noted the following when thinking of our new Adoptions building, “For the first time ever, we will be in the same building with our adoptable dogs. They won’t be on the other side of our campus, surrounded by concrete and noise—they’ll be right next to us in Real Life Rooms. The extra attention and human interaction will make a significant impact on the great dogs we care for, and will also increase our adoptions.”

In addition to the new Adoptions Building, we’re looking forward to our new Admissions Building, which will be constructed in front of our current kennels. “This exciting new space will do something we’ve wanted for a long time—provide separate entrances and offices for processing the cats and dogs that come to Animal Humane,” says Animal Care Supervisor, Yuri Pryor. “Not only will this streamline our processes, it will dramatically decrease the stress and anxiety our pets go through when they first arrive—particularly our cats."

This new structure will also provide our Adoptions Team a better equipped space for SAFER® assessments, and office space for our Animal Care Team to use when they need to focus on more delicate aspects of their jobs.

Dawn Glass, Marketing Director

All of my memories from childhood and throughout life in which I remember feeling most fulfilled involve those when I have helped animals. After graduating from UNM’s Anderson School of Management with a BBA in Marketing in December of 2007, I had an epiphany: I should turn my passion for helping animals into my career. With my mind made up, I applied for the only position currently available at Animal Humane, an entry level position in our Development Department.

My passion for our organization and mission has taken me far over the past four and a half years at Animal Humane. I was promoted to a position in our Marketing Department in late 2009 and have since been giving 110% of my efforts to save homeless pets and create awareness for the many magnificent programs and services we offer.

As an Albuquerque native, I am honored and humbled to have the opportunity to serve our community and Animal Humane as our Marketing Director. I am grateful every day that I am able to dedicate my life’s passion to my career and work with such an incredibly dedicated and talented team.
Jeannie’s love for dogs started at an early age and continued as an adult. Her relationship with Animal Humane began over 30 years ago when she started bringing stray dogs to our shelter. Always a guardian angel for companion pets, she took the time to catch stray dogs she happened upon while driving to work. She laughed as she recalled how her boss tolerated her ability to find strays while travelling to work and allowed these lost souls to spend a few hours in her office before she transported them to Animal Humane when we opened.

Jeannie’s decision to name Animal Humane New Mexico in her will was in 1993. She chose our organization because “pets give so much and deserve everything in return.” She would rather direct her life’s riches to us than “anything else in the world.” During a visit to our campus last summer, Jeannie shared that “one of the best feelings I have had in my life is making Animal Humane a big part of my will. I am proud to include your organization in my estate plans.”

Animal Humane is equally grateful for Jeannie’s passion for homeless pets and her generosity. Each year, estate gifts play an integral role in maintaining our existing programs and helping our organization grow to meet emerging needs. We are thankful to receive news of Jeannie’s decision, allowing the opportunity to personally express our sincere gratitude and invite her to our campus each June for our annual Planned Giving Luncheon.

If you would like to make homeless pets the beneficiaries of your estate, life insurance policy or IRA, please contact Donna M. Stumpf, Senior Director of Development & Marketing at 505.938.7888 or DonnaS@AnimalHumaneNM.org for further details. We welcome the opportunity to discuss the lasting impact you may make with a legacy gift.

Jeannie, receiving kisses from pet resident Bono

“In everything this amazing organization does!”
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Brooke and David Tyroler
Pudgy
Cheryli Sanzi
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Brooke and David Tyroler
Ricky Rick, Zoes and Heidi
Deanna McCracken
Rico and Mika
Carolyn Romaro
Ruth
Charlotte and Gene Jones
Sadie, Chester, Gabe, Mister and Maggie
Fred Schwanek
Scooter
Donna and Bob Bradley
Jane and Ed McClough, Jr
Scotty, Spock and Mitti
Shane Stahl
Scout Boyd
Barbara and Robert Mroz
Shadow, Susie and Shabo
H. Sandra Willis
Shabo
Donna Stumpf
Shelby Plummer
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Simon
Carol Jacobson
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Rosa and Harvey Webb
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Joe Duran
Snickers
Mary Kemp
Sophie
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Sophie Shwartz
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Sugar
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Sushi
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Tuffy
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Gregory Keith Atwater
Teddy Clark
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Timm
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Tinker Tom
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Dorothy Ball
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Mary and Leonard Storz
Renae and Gary Harrington
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Harley, Thunder and Sparky
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Robert Heide
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Nancy Messa
Mulu, Jake, Smoke and Nicky
Beverly and Ray Guertin
Marley
Caroline Hyde and James Houle
Max
Nancy Banga and Mark Burdge
Moo, Angel, Oscar and Bella
Auria and Maria Heide
Mojave
Betty and Maurice Ashland
Mona Lisa
Carol Ann Muggaberg and Paul Solley
Morgan
Joy and Quaila
Motta and Merlins Birthdays
Isaac Frida
Neche and Yittie
Eulaiza and Monte Leiding
Peaches and Smooky
John Cowan
Phelly
Joan Redford-Lowe
Poppet
Colin and Ralph Levine
Pumpkine, Cuchi and Scampers
Barbara Condon
Raven
Darlene Gill
Rebecca
Helen Horwitz
Sasha and Mr. Frisaro
Richard Lohstron
Sissy Kat
Niki Gosselin
Sofie
Sandia and Richard Garrett-Skakla
Sparrow
Renee M. Smith
The Magical Bous
Donna Maria Stumpf
Thelma’s Birthday
Amenda Bechtel
Toby, Emma, Buddy and Annie
Mary Wiiring
Turtle
Joyce Leach
Zoey
Andrea Lewis

friday & saturday, adopted from animal humane

our fy 11/12 annual report is online

Animal Humane’s Fiscal Year 11/12 Annual Report is online for your review, along with our Form 990 and our Audited Financials—which received a clean opinion from an independent CPA firm. We are thankful for the lives our donors’ generosity allows us to save, and we are proud to share organization-wide accomplishments and financial summaries for our fiscal period 7/1/11-6/30/12 with you.

Please visit AnimalHumaneNM.org/about-us/audited-financials to see our annual report, audited financials and our IRS Form 990.

share joy, save postage, and save lives at the same time!

We offer a variety of adorable e-cards that you can send to your loved ones when you make a donation online. Celebrate special occasions or recognize loved ones, while supporting homeless pets in our care. It’s easy—simply choose your favorite card, make a life-saving gift, and deliver some cheer directly to the inbox of someone special in your life. Visit AnimalHumaneNM.org.